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Abstract. Following a brief review of current programming models and
languages for parallel numerical computations, an splitting into distributed
data container and parallel data iterators is proposed. Data distribution
is implemented in application specific libraries. Data iterators are di-
rectly analysed and compiled into parallel code. Target architectures in-
clude shared and distributed memory programming styles. Some model
applications including grid and tree based hierarchical numerical meth-
ods, model implementations and an auto-parallelizing source-to-source
compiler are introduced.

1 Parallel Programming

Development of parallel code for numerical computations is still an issue, for
several reasons: On the one hand, any computer of sufficient computing power
nowadays is a parallel computer, using multi-core processors, symmetric mul-
tiprocessing and/ or clustering of network interconnected nodes. On the other
hand, parallelism is still very visible in the code development: Automatic paral-
lelization of standard programming languages is not available. Parallel libraries
can hide parallelism only for certain applications. Current efficient parallel pro-
gramming models are either limited in their expressiveness or lead to the well
known low level parallel programming.

Current standards of parallel programming models include shared memory
thread libraries like Pthreads (Posix), Java threads and the like and OpenMP
as code annotation basically for loop parallelism. Distributed memory program-
ming models are the genuin two-sided message passing libraries like MPI, PVM
and one-sided communication systems like in BSP [1], Shmem (Cray/SGI), MPI-
2 and in UPC [2], which often incurrs additional overhead and sometimes even
relies on additional hardware support. A different approach was taken with HPF
and its predecessors [3], where distributed data is restricted to multi-dimensional
arrays. In many cases of array based implementations, automatic parallelization
can be performed and can be efficient, with a substantial amount of index anal-
ysis.
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There is a long history of research projects for parallel programming models.
Currently, some commercial research projects on parallel languages are under
development like Chapel (Cray) and Fortress (Sun), roughly as sucessors of HPF,
X10 (IBM) extending ideas of UPC and Concur (Microsoft) establishing thread
parallelism in C++ similar to the Cilk [4] project.

2 The Container-Iterator Programming Model

In the domain of numerical software, good strategies to parallelize a given se-
quential implementation are often known. Larger sets of data can often be decom-
posed and mapped to coupled parallel tasks efficiently. Further, the sequential
algorithm may not need to be changed, but can be re-aranged according to the
data decomposition.

We assume that data is organized in a large data structure (container) of
similar smaller units, called atoms. The sequential algorithms operate on all or
parts of the atoms in a similar way and in a given order. Parallelization means
to schedule operations on different atoms of an algorithmic step. This approach
is called data parallel. Examples for the successfull application of the scheme
can be found in numerical linear algebra algorithms, finite element algorithms
on large grids [5] and fast summation algorithms on trees of particles [6, chap.
8].

We restrict ourselves to numerical algorithms and the data parallel program-
ming model. Further, we assume that a good domain specific data decomposition
scheme is available. Now, numerical algorithms can be written in as a sequence
of iterators. We write an iterator as a specification of the iteration space and
a code fragement for the algorithmic atom. The atom can be analysed using
standard compilation techniques. This leads to automatic parallelization. The
automatic parallelization can target shared memory and distributed memory
systems with thier respective low level programming models. Further, hybrid
architectures such as clusters of shared memory nodes or hierarchies of tightly
and weakly copuled systems can be targeted.

Note that this programming model includes cases of loop parallelism like in
OpenMP and array parallelism like in HPF.

3 A Sample Implementation

We show how such a programming style as domain specific extensions of C++
may look like, see figure 1. Further, we present a source-to-source compiler which
translates the domain specific code into standard code either using pthreads or
MPI or both. Finally we present some illustrative examples, how application
codes using the parallel programming model look like and how they perform.

We chose a programming style based on C++. An application specific library
provides data containers like uniform grids implemented as multi-dimensional
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Fig. 1. Source-to-source transformation of the domain language to several target pro-
gramming models. Vector/ one dimensional grid example.

arrays or a hierarchical decomposition of a set of particles implemented as quad-
trees [7]. In each case a geometric domain decomposition works well for paral-
lelization. The applications in mind based on the containers include the solution
of partial differential equations, fast summation technqiues and integral equa-
tions.

The sample compilation system translates the extended C++ code using
the conatiner-iterator parallel programming model into plain C++ code using
standard parallel programming models. The source-to-source translation enables
more flexibility than a direct single pass-compiler and can be considered as pro-
gram generation [8]. Currently it is implemented using a general code dependence
analysis tool and container/ iterator specific scripts. The tool uses the front end
and some of the optimization stages of the back end of the Gnu gcc compiler.

The source-to-source transformation process does create the same number of
communication operations than hand coded examples. Hence message passing
parallel code on distributed memory computers is expected to perform com-
parable. The performance of multi-threaded code on shared memory computers
heavily depends on the data and memory layout. This is given by the application
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library, not the code transformation system. Hence, even in this case a compete-
tive performance is expected. Experimental results to be presented support this
conclusion.

4 Conclusions

A parallel programming model is presented, which allows for efficient automatic
parallelization of numerical computations. However, it is designed as a set of do-
main dependent language extensions. An application specific libray provides a
(distibuted) data container. Further, iterators are defined on the data containers.
An application, which is written as a sequence of iterators can be parallelized:
The iteration code is compiled into source code using standard parallel program-
ming models. Different numerical examples demonstrate the broad applicability
of the approach. Performance numbers of parallel sample codes demonstrate the
efficieny of the parallelization.
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